February 7, 2007
Dear Jan,
How and where do I start? In May of 2001 I attended my first of many workshops with you. I had lost a daughter to a car accident and my wife had terminal Cancer. Basically, my life was a mess. I landed a number of jobs however, I never seemed to be able to keep one for any length of time. I was suffering from chronic depression which had been in my family for generations. Also, I always seemed to buy expensive items at the seller's price and then would have buyer's remorse. Old patterns that were not useful ran my life.
Jan, many times I would go home confused, angry, and anxious. The thought of the possibility of moving forward seemed remote. I was on a high level of medications that kept me from seeing inside myself and the realities of my situation.
I fast forward to now!!! My depression is totally gone and my list of medications does not exist. I am thankful, grateful and living the life that a few years earlier I could not fathom. All that life has to offer comes to me easily. People who I have just met offer me lodging in their homes, money shows up at the time of my need and I maintain permanent positive relationships easily. I am now teaching university classes using my new skills which enable me to provide powerful information at the Quantum level.
My spiritual, academic, social and emotional states are in perfect harmony with my universe, thus my co-creation of my world both excites me and I know there are no limits in my life.
Jan, there is no way that I could possibly repay you for all that you have done for me. Your skills are beyond my ability to describe in this short communication. It would take volumes of writing to do this.
I would suggest to those that are reading this that you will create in your life ten times your investment in time and money as you study at the center. The fact is that I know that in my life ten times is only the beginning. I come to the center often and every time I listen to the presentation there is always a new learning in it for me.
With the love that you graciously taught me how to give and get,
John D. Brooks Ed.D.
Education Consultant
12 HOUR BELIEF CHANGE WORKSHOP

“So it took years and years of learning and behavior to have these beliefs installed...beliefs about money, relationships, health, happiness, success, etc., and you’re telling me it only takes 12 hours to change them?”... asks the student.

“No, it actually only takes anywhere from 15 minutes to an hour to change them. It takes time to find them”... laughs the NLP Trainer.

Many students call this the best program and best value we offer because of the low tuition, massive shifts and lasting positive benefits that you will discover when you decide to take this class.

The 12 Hour is designed for you to get in touch with how self-limiting beliefs were originally developed and installed in your past. We then do the NLP change work necessary to dissolve these blocks and create and install new empowering beliefs and changes.

Imagine having everything you thought you would when you were young and full of dreams. What if you could have that now? Would you, take this class if you think it might make some of those dreams possible again?

Each of us has that area of our lives where we would like to have more success. Take this class and you can have more success now.

The 12 Hour is a very personal, private experience where you will get to know yourself in an up-close and personal way which can lead to exciting and far-reaching changes. It’s safe...only you know what you’re working on. So if you desire a difference in your life, now is time to explore the possibility of change — call the office and sign up!

The 12-Hour Belief Change Workshop allows you to explore the structure of your beliefs through the safety of your own private experiences. The 12-Hour is structured in a manner where you will get to know much more of yourself in a VERY SAFE PERSONAL WAY, which can lead to exciting and pleasing changes. NLP change work is done where and when necessary to help move you through “Blocks” and “Stuck Areas” of your life.

Introduce Others To NLP

1. Improve personal relationships
2. Increase professional results
3. By improving the lives of others, you improve your life.
4. Learn how to get what you want and stop getting what you don’t want.
5. Teach others how to fix their own problems.
6. Live a happier and healthier life.
7. Increase creativity
8. Improve problem-solving skills
9. Influence people without conflict
10. It’s fun!

Many students call this the best program and best value we offer because of the low tuition, massive shifts and lasting positive benefits that you will discover when you decide to take this class.

The 12 Hour is designed for you to get in touch with how self-limiting beliefs were originally developed and installed in your past. We then do the NLP change work necessary to dissolve these blocks and create and install new empowering beliefs and changes.

Imagine having everything you thought you would when you were young and full of dreams. What if you could have that now? Would you, take this class if you think it might make some of those dreams possible again?

Each of us has that area of our lives where we would like to have more success. Take this class and you can have more success now.

Treasure Board

...as shown and recommended on Oprah “The Secret”: February 2007

Jan has been teaching this powerful, fun and easy method of getting what you desire for the last 26 years!

Come and join us for an evening of fun, creativity and fresh ideas. Explore your values, link them with personal goals and create your vision through words and pictures. You will bring home a treasure board to help keep your desired outcomes fresh in your mind.

Supplies will be provided. You may bring along your favorite pair of scissors, any extra magazines and some friends!

All are welcome!

When:
April 19, 2007
June 21, 2007
7-10 pm

Investment:
$50 - Newcomers
$35 - NLP’ers
Fast Fun and Easy: NLP Level ONE

Have you ever been in a situation when things just seem to fall into place with a satisfying ease that surprised you?

Have you ever found yourself in perfect synchrony with another person, where the beneficial outcome seemed to flow from rapport that was somehow established so naturally?

NLP or “Neuro-Linguistic Programming” is the science devoted to determining how those moments of excellence occur. The aim of NLP is to make successful thinking and communication a conscious choice, rather than an unconscious accident. The seminar consists of lecture, demonstrations, exercises and material to facilitate the development of NLP skills in your everyday life experiences. It is easy and powerful and you will notice the results immediately.

Here the learning is about how we can use our behavior and our language to influence ourselves, as well as others, and about the personal change and growth that comes from having these skills.

Think for a moment how an increased sense of power and influence would affect your environment at your workplace ... in your relationships... and your ability to help yourself and others make positive changes!!!

"NLP...the greatest thing since Cracker Jacks!"

I Started with the Level One class in the beginning of March and am reminded daily of one of the most profound statements Jan made that weekend: “NLP will change your life.” And what changes I’ve encountered since then—some great—some not so great! I’m grateful and encouraged by them all.

During this first weekend of NLP, I learned the important difference between Goal Setting and Goal Reaching. I already knew I was great at “setting.” Why just last July when I started my new career in real estate, the first goal I “set” was for a brand new Cadillac. Over the next nine months, even though I was a dedicated and motivated hard worker, I didn’t get my car and I watched my contracts fall through the cracks one by one. I had “set” my goal, so why did it seem hopeless for me over and over and over again.

Then a good friend did me a marvelous favor; she introduced me to NLP! It’s been the greatest thing since Cracker Jacks! In retrospect, I must admit that I had no idea “how to do” or “what to do” with what I had found. So I just jumped right in and began putting the basics to work as best I could. I used anchoring in different shapes and sizes, a change history or two, not to mention all-important Goal “Reaching” exercise for my very own, brand new Cadillac.

Shortly into the process, however, I must confess that my enthusiasm did waver a bit. Three days out of class, my back went out and I couldn’t work for ten days. My first concern, obviously, was getting well and Dr. Chris was helping with that. The next big concerns were the contracts that I was now unable to take care of. But you know (with tongue in cheek), things just have a way of working out (when you’re using NLP).

All at once, all my contracts started to close and, you guessed it—I took possession of the shiny, new Cadillac this April 17th. That’s a full 45 days earlier than I had programmed! AND that same week, I received a commendation from the president of the company for being the top producer in March (over $800,000 in sales). Not bad for someone who was able to work only two weeks that month—wouldn’t you agree?

NLP does make a difference and does change your life. My experience is proof! Just start with the basics and put that energy to work for you!

Pat Koci
On With A New Practitioner Series...

New APCT Series
We begin a new APCT Series April 27 – 29, 2007. Weekend #1 is filled with developing new resources, stretching flexibility and taking the next step to achieving some pretty lofty goals. For most, it is a beginning of creating new friends, getting reacquainted with old friends, becoming familiar with the trainers, assistants and students and getting their feet wet with the advanced NLP information available during the course of this training. Watching people shift and expand the possibilities is really an amazing process.

Weekend #2 of this six month excursion promises the Meta Model – learning to shape, define and structure your goals in new ways for ease in reaching them. The Meta Model has been affectionately labeled “the secret language of the unconscious mind – your own or anyone else’s.”

Weekend #3 is dedicated to changing self-limiting beliefs. You will learn many of the techniques for change that have made NLP so successful. You will learn to expand your comfort zone, raise your level of self-esteem and overcome fears and phobias that are blocking your success.

Weekend #4 is about attracting money into your life. A lack of financial resources is often the result of limiting beliefs you may have regarding money. You will learn how to use Submodalities, the Swish Pattern, and Time Line Therapy™ to bring about significant belief changes. Dramatic breakthroughs are often experienced using these three techniques.

Weekend #5 is about creating your Five-Year Success Plan. During this weekend we examine alternative belief systems that have proven to be successful over time. You will learn some new and powerful change work techniques. You will create your five-year success plan and learn the important process of future pacing.

Weekend #6 is about pulling it all together. We review the numerous change work techniques covered during the previous months. One day of the weekend is spent at a ROPES course. The activities on this day are designed to challenge you and your teammates to use everything you have learned to help each other move beyond personal limitations. Participation in the physical activities of the ROPES course is voluntary. The final “exams” this weekend present you with an opportunity to demonstrate to yourself and others how much you have learned.

We invite you to start now your Practitioner training. Call the office today at 972-931-9984 to register for one APCT weekend or all the APCT weekends!

---

A Message From Jan Marszalek:

“The Practitioner program can be taken in and out of sequence. Things happen, (especially when you take NLP) therefore, your Practitioner program might not look like the normal sequence 1-6. Your program might be wknd: 2,3,4,5,6,1 or wknd: 3,4,5,6,1,2 or we had one woman who did two weekends per practitioner for 3 practitioners before completing. What matters is that you get started. Each weekend is a stand alone piece. Call the office and talk to Jan if you want to take the Practitioner program and aren’t sure how to fit it into your time and budget.”

New Series Begins
April 27-29, 2007
Friday 7-10 pm
Saturday 10 am-6pm
Sunday 10am-6pm

---

Dear Jan,

One thing I would like to state explicitly is how much I admire the orientation and emphasis that you have created at your NLP Learning Systems Corporation. I can mind read that you knew this already, since I have taken every class that you offer, usually more than once, but sometimes its clearer to state things explicitly.

My further studies in NLP have only served to strengthen my admiration for what you have created. Since I completed all the classes that you offer, I have studied further in seminars; many with Chris Hall and also with John Grinder. A mutual interest in computer modeling of Emergence and Chaos modeling has led to the development of a personal relationship between myself and John. My association with John has led me to more fully appreciate the fact that NLP is really a dance between the conscious and unconscious mind. Teaching NLP as purely a conscious mind, AD process, (as I was tempted to do) makes it no more effect than conventional therapy. That incidentally is why I believe that no one can learn NLP from books (even though I have read over 100); reading is strictly a conscious mind process that you have put together are truly extraordinary. They allow your students to experience the power and magic of NLP at a variety of levels and open the door of learning for both scientists like myself with our AD orientation and to mystics who want to go inside and explore.

Thank you for your teachings!!!

Dr. Walter Marker
NASA
Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas
Advanced Subtle Energy Practitioner Program

Find out why participants describe this program as one of the most meaningful experiences of their lives!

“This Program combines it all-energy of all kinds, used for all sorts of purposes, to make life simpler, healthier. This is how all human beings will relate to each other in the future”

-Rev. Ellen Debenport, Sr. Minister, Unity Church of Dallas

“For those people who are intentional about their spiritual journey and who value the power of using your energy to make a difference in your relationships and on the planet, this course is a significant contribution.”

Dottie Gandy, Author, speaker and business consultant

Most of us know that we are Divine Beings with radiant bodies of light. Yet we know a thousand times more about our physical bodies and how to use them, care for them, and develop them than we do our subtle energy bodies...

Clearing and perfecting our energy bodies and learning how to use their abilities is a stepping-stone on the pathway to spiritual enlightenment. The Advanced Spiritual Energy Practitioner™ (ASEP) Program will show you how!

This unique program teaches practical techniques for working with subtle energy for healing, harmonizing and accelerating spiritual growth. Participants are those people who want a deeper level of personal development and spiritual growth, to learn to heal and protect themselves from negative energy, and to develop more advanced techniques for helping and healing others. Remember, you get back tenfold what you give out, so can you imagine the success you will experience?

The ASEP program teaches five primary bodies of information, which are:

1) The Quantum Clearing System™ (QCS) — The QCS is a set of practices that use Muscle Response Testing coupled with energetic clearing and balancing techniques to clear and heal physical, emotional and spiritual conditions. Anybody can learn these techniques.

2) Raising Energetic Vibration — The program uses QCS techniques changework methods, and advanced meditations to increase people’s ability to process subtle energy, clear karmic patterns, and raise energetic vibration.

3) Sensing Subtle Energy — The program enhances participant’s sensitivity to subtle energy and psychic abilities (e.g. intuition, clairvoyance), thus enabling them to perceive energetic information both physically and mentally.

4) Energy Field Cleaning & Maintenance — These are methods for cleansing your energetic and physical bodies and also places and spaces of negative energy generated by your own thoughts and emotions, or picked up from other people and the environment.

5) Protecting Your Energy Field — These are methods for shielding and protecting your energetic and physical bodies from negative energy generated by other people or found in the environment.

Those of you who are interested in experiencing this powerful growth opportunity can contact the NLP office and sign up for one of the sessions that will be conducted starting June 2007. Call today, because this popular program is sure to fill up quickly!

Investment:

- $1,770 ($590/weekend)
- $1,500 when prepaid ($500/weekend)

New series starts: June 1-3, 2007
Call the office for a complete brochure.

Hermetics—It’s Magic

In Nov. 2005 NLP offered a weekend class on Hermetics Magic. Based on requests from people attending that class, NLP will offer a complete Hermetics program. This series will be offered on 6 weekends, with the first class on Fri. Oct. 26 through Sun. Oct. 28, 2007. The classes will be offered every 3 months to allow students time to practice Hermetics exercises between classes. This program is based on Franz Barton’s classic trilogy (Initiation into Hermetics, The Practice of Magical Evocation and The Key to the True Kabbalah).

This program is focused on experiencing Hermetic magic practices with emphasis on personal growth and practicing the training necessary for true magical attainment. Using the four elements of fire, water, air, and earth as a foundation, the student is taught how to master these universal forces in the three worlds of body, soul and spirit. Step by step exercises provide detailed training in all areas of magic from basic techniques in thought control and imagination to advanced teachings in astral travel, the use of talismans, magic mirrors and much more.

The class will be hosted by V. Jan Marszalek and Tom Nelson. Jan is the President of NLP Learning Systems Corporation in Addison, TX. Tom works in a major corporation as a Master Black Belt using Six Sigma methods to improve business productivity. Tom has extensive studies in NLP, Hawaiian Huna, Reiki, Shapeshifting, Buddhist meditation, Qigong, Energy medicine and Merkaba in addition to Hermetics. Jan’s list is much too long to list.

Call the NLP office for more details, at 972-931-9984 or toll free at 1-800-301-9984.
LAST 2 WEEKENDS OF THIS
ON GOING MASTER TRACK SERIES

ERICKSONIAN
LANGUAGE PATTERNS
April 20-22, 2007

The Jeff and Tony Team are back!

We are excited to announce that Jeff Sullivan is back and will be speaking with the illustrious Tony Neal on this Master Track Weekend.

Take a deep breath and quietly say the word RELAX to yourself three times, and now, take another deep breath and allow yourself to wonder about the power of “Ericksonian Language Patterns.” I wonder if you fully realize what could be possible for you to achieve in your personal life, your career, and in your change work on yourself and others...maybe...probably not...yet you will.

Experience a guided tour into your unconscious mind. Since behavior is subconscious in nature, it is the ability to effectively take a person inside, that can greatly improve the change process. In this fun and provocative weekend, you will learn how to take yourself, and others, into deeper levels of mind, where change takes place.

Remember, this class starts at 1 pm on Friday!

“Jeff Sullivan is Back.”

Going For It The Art of Mastery
July 20 – 22, 2007
with V. Jan Marszalek

Take this opportunity to learn the best...from the best!

Learn propulsion strategies of genius faculties, values for excellence and advanced strategy work as you develop the qualities of mastery in self as well as for others. Model the skills, abilities and beliefs of the masters of change arts in healing, psychology and business. Create quantum leaps in consciousness and mastery of your own internal states along the way. Mastery is just that...Mastery! In this weekend, we make available the mastery of health, a high level skill leading to physiological control. Once we have installed optimum health and well being, learning about the cybernetic system along the way, we move into the understanding of genius qualities. This is a weekend of Going For It...by blending submodalities, time line therapy and strategies, each participant will install values and beliefs consistent with excellence for their success.

Jan is a polished and professional speaker, whose ability to draw humor out of the audience adds humility, grace and wisdom to the learning process. Jan is a certified Time Line Trainer and a Master Practitioner and Trainer of NLP since 1982.

MPCT SESSION 4 & 5

When::
Friday: 1 PM–10 PM
Saturday: 10 AM–6 PM
Sunday: 10 AM–6 PM

Investment::
Prepaid: $2,500
At The Door: $3,000
Each Weekend: $600
Repeat: $1,500

Reserve your seat today for this special 3-day event to discover the secrets of handwriting analysis. Imagine a total immersion in the entertaining and educational style of Bart Baggett, one of America's top handwriting experts. How many handwriting experts do you know who also do stand up comedy in Hollywood as a hobby? Stay on the edge of your seat as you learn a totally unique method to understanding yourself and others. This is a seminar for all-levels of handwriting students and the content revolves completely around people's beliefs, thoughts, behaviors and personalities.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>April 2007</th>
<th>May 2007</th>
<th>June 2007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 Level One #5</td>
<td>3 Level One #1 <strong>FREE INTRO</strong> to NLP</td>
<td>1-3 Advanced Subtle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Level One #6</td>
<td>10 Level One #1 <strong>FREE INTRO</strong> to NLP</td>
<td>Energy Practitioner #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Level One <strong>FREE INTRO</strong> to NLP</td>
<td>17 Level One #2</td>
<td>7 Level One #5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-15 Level One Weekend</td>
<td>18-20 Practitioner Weekend #2</td>
<td>8-9 12 Hour Belief Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Treasure Board</td>
<td>24 Level One #3</td>
<td>14 Level One #6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-22 Master Track #4</td>
<td>31 Level One #4</td>
<td>15-17 Practitioner Weekend #3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-29 Practitioner Weekend #1</td>
<td></td>
<td>21 Treasure Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22-24 Diamonds In Your Mind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Friday-Sunday)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22-24 Handwriting Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2007</td>
<td>August 2007</td>
<td>September 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Level One #1 <strong>FREE INTRO</strong> to NLP</td>
<td>1 Meditation #4</td>
<td>1-3 Diamonds In Your Mind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-8 Advanced Subtle</td>
<td>2 Level One #4</td>
<td>(Saturday – Monday)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Practitioner #2</td>
<td>3-4 Advanced Subtle</td>
<td>6 Level One #1 <strong>FREE INTRO</strong> to NLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Meditation #1</td>
<td>Energy Practitioner #3</td>
<td>13 Level One #2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Level One #1 <strong>FREE INTRO</strong> to NLP</td>
<td>8 Meditation #5</td>
<td>14-16 Practitioner Weekend #6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-15 Practitioner Weekend #4</td>
<td>9 Level One #5</td>
<td>20 Level One #3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Meditation #2</td>
<td>10-12 Practitioner Weekend #5</td>
<td>21-22 12 Hour Belief Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Level One #2</td>
<td>15 Meditation #6</td>
<td>27 Level One #4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-22 Master Track #5</td>
<td>16 Level One #6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Inside this issue:

- A Magic Wand
- “All that life has to offer comes to me easily”
- “NLP...the greatest thing since Cracker Jacks”
- On To a New Practitioner Series
- Two New Courses Offered!

Take Action Now!

Is it time for your ship to come in now?

Long Lasting Courses starting again...
And still going strong:

- Level One
- Advanced Practitioner Certification Program
- 12 Hour Belief Change Workshop
- Diamonds In Your Mind
- Transformational Sales

New courses just beginning.
Open to the public!

Advanced Subtle Energy Series
Three weekend series begins:
June 1, 2, & 3
July 6, 7, & 8
August 3, 4, & 5
See Page 5 For More Information

Hermetics - It’s Magic
6 weekend series based on Franz Bardon
Class One: Oct. 26-28
See Page 5 For More Information

Note: These courses have been requested. Quite frankly, we only expect to teach these Once.

For those of you wondering where Jeff Sullivan has been.... He's back for the April 20th Master Track.
See page 6 for more details.